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ABSTRACT
Managing software development productivity is a key issue in software organizations. Business demands for shorter time-to-market while maintaining high product quality force software organizations to
look for new strategies to increase development productivity.
Traditional, simple delivery rates employed to control hardware production processes have turned out
not to work when simply transferred to the software domain. The productivity of software production
processes may vary across development contexts dependent on numerous influencing factors. Effective
productivity management requires considering these factors. Yet, there are thousands of possible factors
and considering all of them would make no sense from the economical point of view. Therefore, productivity modeling should focus on a limited number of factors with the most significant impact on productivity.
In this chapter, we present a comprehensive overview of productivity factors recently considered by
software practitioners. The study results are based on the review of 126 publications as well as international experiences of the Fraunhofer Institute, including the most recent 13 industrial projects, 4 workshops, and 8 surveys on software productivity. The aggregated results show that the productivity of
software development processes still depends significantly on the capabilities of developers as well as
on the tools and methods they use.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Rapid growth in the demand for high-quality software and increased investment in software projects
show that software development is one of the key markets worldwide [1], [54]. Together with the increased distribution of software, its variety and complexity are growing constantly. A fast changing
market demands software products with ever more functionality, higher reliability, and higher performance. Software project teams must strive to achieve these objectives by exploiting the impressive advances in processes, development methods, and tools. Moreover, in order to stay competitive and gain
customer satisfaction, software providers must ensure that software products with a certain functionality
are delivered on time, within budget, and to an agreed level of quality, or even with reduced development costs and time. This illustrates the necessity for reliable methods to manage software development
productivity, which has traditionally been the basis of successful software management. Numerous
companies already measure software productivity [102] or plan to measure it for the purpose of improving their process efficiency, reducing costs, improving estimation accuracy, or making decisions about
outsourcing their development.
Traditionally, the productivity of industrial production processes has been measured as the ratio of units
of output divided by units of input [95]. This perspective was transferred into the software development
context and is usually defined as productivity [67] or efficiency [123]. As observed during an international survey performed in 2006 by the Fraunhofer Institute for Experimental Software Engineering,
80% of software organizations adapts this industrial perspective on productivity to the context of software development, where inputs consist of the effort expended to produce software deliverables (outputs). The assumption those organizations make is that measuring software productivity is similar to
measuring any other forms of productivity. Yet, software production processes seem to be significantly
more difficult than production processes in other industries [1][8][28]. This is mainly because software
organizations typically develop new products as opposed to fabricating the same product over and over
again. Moreover, software development is a human-based (“soft”) activity with extreme uncertainties
from the outset. This leads to many difficulties in the reliable definition of software productivity. Some
of the most critical practical consequences are that software development productivity measures based
simply on size and effort are hardly comparable [8], and that size-based software estimates are not adequate [90].
These difficulties are related to a variety of practical issues. One of these is software sizing1. Large numbers of associated, mutually interacting, and usually unknown factors influencing software productivity
1

Software sizing (size measurement) as a separate large topic is beyond the scope of this chapter. For more details on the issue of size measurement in the
context of productivity measurement, see, for example [73].
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(besides size) are another critical issue. Even if reliable and consistent size measurement is in place, the
key question of software productivity measurement usually remains and may be formulated as follows:
“What makes software development productivity vary across different contexts?” In other words, which
characteristics of the project environment capture the reasons why projects consumed different amounts
of resources when normalized for size.
To answer this question, characteristics that actually differentiate software projects and their impact on
development productivity have to be considered. Those characteristics include personnel involved in the
project, products developed, as well as processes, technologies and methods applied.
Yet, there are several pragmatic problems to be considered when analyzing software project characteristics and their impact on productivity. One is, as already mentioned, the practically infinite quantity of
potential factors influencing software productivity [98]. Even though it is possible to select a limited
subset of the most significant factors [65][71], both factors and their impact on productivity may differ
depending on productivity measurement level and context [8]. This also means that different project
characteristics may have different impacts on the levels of single developer, team, project, and whole
organization. Moreover, even if considered on the same level, various productivity factors may play different roles in the embedded software, in web applications, and in waterfall or incremental development.
This implies, for example, that factors and their ratings covered by the COCOMO model [23] would require reappraisal when applied in a context other than that in which the model was built [80].
To address this issue, considerable research has been directed at identifying factors that have a significant impact on software development productivity. This includes (1) studies dealing directly with identifying productivity factors [72], (2) studies aiming at building cost and productivity modeling and measurement techniques, methods, and tools [28], (3) data collection projects intending to build software project data repositories useful for benchmarking productivity and predicting cost [48][56][68][118], as
well as (4) studies providing influence factors hidden in best practices to reduce development cost (increase productivity) [71].
Although a large amount of work has been directed recently at identifying significant software productivity factors, many software organizations actually still use the simplified definition of productivity
provided in [65]. In the context of high-maturity organizations [102], where production processes are
stable and projects largely homogeneous, a simple productivity measure may work, provided that it is
used to compare similar projects. Yet, in the case of cross-context measurement of heterogeneous projects with unstable processes, using simple productivity may lead to serious problems. In consequence,
organizations that failed to measure simplified productivity find it either difficult to interpret and/or entailing little benefit [8].
Software organizations do not consider productivity factors because they often do not know which ones
they should start with – which are the most significant ones. Existing publications provide hardly any
support in this matter. Published results are distributed over hundreds of publications, which in many
cases lack a systematic approach to presenting influence factors (e.g., context information, relative impact on productivity) and/or present significant factors implicitly as cost drivers in a cost model, project
attributes in a data repository, or best practices for improving development processes.
In this study, we try to provide a systematic overview of those productivity factors that have the most
significant impact on software productivity. In doing so, we assume that software cost is a derivative of
software productivity and, therefore, we do not treat factors influencing cost (also called cost drivers)
separately. Besides commonly available published studies investigating productivity factors, the overview also includes internal experiences gained in recent years at the Fraunhofer Institute for Experi4

mental Software Engineering (IESE) in several industrial projects, workshops, and surveys performed in
the area of software productivity measurement and cost modeling. Yet, due to confidentiality reasons,
we do not disclose some sensitive data such as company name or titles of respective internal reports that
may indicate the names of the involved industry partners. Instead, we refer to certain characteristics of
the companies. Such context information might be useful when selecting relevant factors for similar
contexts, based on the overview presented in this chapter.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the design of the study. Section
3 provides brief definitions of the terminology used. Section 4 and Section 5 provide a summary of
productivity factors based on the literature review and the authors’ industrial experiences gained at
Fraunhofer IESE, respectively. An indepth discussion on selected productivity factors presented in the
literature is given in Section 6. Section 7 provides an overview of several practical issues to be considered when identifying and productivity factors and using them to model software development productivity and cost. Finally, Section 8 summarizes the presented results and discusses open issues.
2. DESIGN OF THE STUDY
The review of productivity factors presented in this chapter consists of two parts. First, we present a review of the authors’ individual experiences gained during a number of industrial initiatives. Here we
would include factors identified for the purpose of cost and productivity modeling as well as factors acquired during surveys and workshops performed by Fraunhofer IESE in the years 1998-2006 (also referred to as IESE studies). The second part presents an overview of publications regarding software project characteristics that have an influence on the cost and productivity of software development.
2.1 Review of Industrial Experiences
The review includes the following industrial initiatives:
•

International commercial projects regarding cost and/or productivity modeling performed in the
years 1998-2006 at medium and large software organizations in Europe (mainly Germany, e.g.,
[27]), Japan, India, and Australia (e.g., [110]).

•

International workshops on cost and/or productivity modeling performed in the years 2005-2006
in Germany and Japan (e.g., [6][8][66]). The workshop results include factors explicitly encountered by representative of various, international software organizations. The considered factors
consist of both factors that were considered by experts as having a significant impact on productivity but not already measured, and factors already included in the organizational measurement
system for managing development cost and productivity.

•

Surveys on productivity measurement practices performed in various international companies in
the years 2004-2006. These surveys concerned productivity/cost modeling and included questions about the most significant factors influencing software productivity. The 2004 study was a
state-of-the-practice survey performed across 12 business units of a global software organization
dealing mainly with embedded software. The four 2005 studies were performed across Japanese
units of internationally-operating software organizations dealing both with embedded and business applications. Finally, the 2006 survey was performed across 25 software organizations all
over the world and covered various software domains.
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2.2 Review of Related Literature
2.2.1 Review Scope and Criteria

The design of the review is based on the guidelines for structural reviews in software engineering proposed by Kitchenham [78]. Yet, based on the conclusions of Jørgensen and Shepperd [73], we relied on
a manual rather than an automatic search of relevant references. The automatic search through the
INSPEC repository was complemented by a manual search through references found in reviewed papers
and using a generic web search machine (www.google.com). The automatic search criteria were specified as follows:
INSPEC: (SOFTWARE AND ((COST OR EFFORT OR PRODUCTIVITY) WITH (FACTORS OR
INDICATORS OR DRIVERS OR MEASURE))).TX. = 417 documents
The available papers2 were selected for inclusion (full review) based on the title and abstract. The review
was done by one researcher. The criteria used to decide whether to include or exclude papers were as
follows:
•

Availability and Age: The papers had to be published no earlier than 1995. Since the type and
impact of influence factors may change over the time [86], we limit our review to the past decade.
We made an exception for papers presenting software project data sets. Although indirectly, we
did include those that were collected and first published before 1995 but that were applied to validate cost/productivity models published after 1995.

2

•

Relevancy: The papers had to report factors with a potential impact on software development
cost and/or productivity. Implicit and explicit factors were considered. Explicit factors are those
considered in the context of productivity modeling/measurement. Implicit factors include those
already included in public-domain cost models and software project data repositories. Algorithmic cost estimation models, for example, include so-called cost drivers to adjust the gross effort
estimated based only of software size. Analogy-based methods, on the other hand, use various
project characteristics found in the distance measure, which is used to find the best analogues to
base the final estimate on. Common software project data repositories indirectly suggest a certain
set of attributes that should be measured to assure quality estimates.

•

Novelty: We did not consider studies that adopt a complete set of factors from an other reference
and do not provide any novel findings (e.g., transparent model) on a factor’s impact on productivity. We do not, for instance, consider models (e.g., those based on neural networks) that use as
their input the whole set of COCOMO I factors and do not provide any insight into the relative
impact of each factor on software cost.

•

Redundancy: We did not consider publications presenting the results of the same study (usually
presented by the same authors). In such cases, only one publication was included in the review.

•

Perspective: As already mentioned in the introduction, there are several possible perspectives on
productivity in the context of software development. In this review we will focus on project
productivity, i.e., factors that make development productivity differ across various projects.
Therefore, we will, for example, not consider the productivity of individual development pro-

Unfortunately, some publications could not be obtained though the library service of Fraunhofer IESE.
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cesses such as inspections, coding, or testing. This perspective is the one most commonly considered in the reviewed literature (although not stated directly) and is the usual perspective used
by software practitioners [8].
Based on the aforementioned criteria, 136 references were included in the full review. After a full review, 122 references in total were considered in the results presented in this chapter. Several references
(mostly books) contained well-separated sections where productivity factors were considered in separate
contexts. In such cases, we considered these parts as separate references. This resulted in the final count
of 142 references. For each included reference, the following information was extracted:
•

Bibliographic information: title, authors, source and year of publication, etc.

•

Factor selection context: implicit, explicit, cost model, productivity measure, project data repository.

•

Factor selection method: expert assessment, literature survey, data analysis.

•

Domain context: embedded software (Emb), management information systems (MIS), and web
applications (Web).

•

Size of factor set: initial, finally selected.

•

Factor characteristics: name, definition, weighting (if provided).

2.2.2 Study Limitations

During the literature review, we faced several problems that may limit the validity of this study and its
conclusions. First, the description of factors given in the literature is often incomplete and limited to a
factor’s name only. Even if both name and definition are provided, factors often differ with respect to
their name, although according to the attached definition, they refer to the same phenomenon (factor).
Second, published studies often define factors representing a multidimensional phenomenon, which in
other studies is actually decomposed into several separate factors. For instance, the software performance constraints factor is sometimes defined as time constraints, sometimes as storage constraints, and
sometimes as both time and storage constraints.
Moreover, instead of factors influencing development productivity, some studies considered a specific
factor’s value and its specific impact on productivity. For instance, some studies identified the life cycle
model applied to developing software as having an impact of productivity, while others directly pointed
out incremental development as increasing overall development productivity.
Finally, factors identified implicitly within cost models (especially data-driven models) are burdened
with a certain bias, since in most cases, data-driven models are built using the same commonly available
(public) data repositories (e.g., [1][23][47][68][75]). In consequence, factors identified by such cost
models are limited a priori to specific set of factors covered by the data repository used.
In order to moderate the impact of those problems on the study results, we undertook the following
steps:
•

We excluded from the analysis those models that were built on one of the publicly available project repositories and simply used all available factors. We focused on models that selected a specific subset of factors or were built on their “own”, study-specific data.

•

We compared factors with respect to their definition. If this was not available, we used a factor’s
name as its definition.
7

•

In our study, we decomposed a complex factor into several base factors according to the factor’s
definition.

•

We generalized factors that actually referred to a specific factor’s value to a more abstract level.
For instance, the “iterative development” factor actually refers to a specific value development
lifecycle model factor – we classified this factor as “lifecycle model”.

•

Finally, we excluded (skipped) factors whose meaning (based on the name and/or definition provided) was not clear.

2.2.3 Demographical Information

Among the reviewed references, 33 studies identified factors directly in the context of development
productivity modeling, 82 indirectly in the context of cost modeling (e.g., estimation, factor selection),
14 in the context of a project data repository (for the purpose of cost/productivity estimation/benchmarking), 9 in the context of software process improvement, 2 in the context of schedule
modeling, and, finally, 2 in the context of schedule estimation (see Figure 2-1).
57.7%

Modeling context

Cost modeling
Productivity modeling

23.2%

Project data repository

9.9%
6.3%

Process improvement
Schedule estimation

1.4%

Not specified

1.4%
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10.0%

20.0%

30.0%

40.0%

50.0%

60.0%

70.0%

Percentage of references
Figure 2-1 Literature distribution regarding modeling context
Regarding the domain, 27 references considered productivity factors in the context of embedded software and software systems, 50 in the context of management information systems, and 4 in the context
of web applications (see Figure 2-2). The remaining references either considered multiple domains (18)
or did not explicitly specify it (43).
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Web applications
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20.0%

30.0%

40.0%
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Figure 2-2 Literature distribution regarding domain

Development type

With respect to development type, 19 references analyzed productivity factors in the context of new development, 44 in the context of enhancement/maintenance, and 15 in the context of software reuse and
COTS development (see Figure 2-3).
Not sepcified

45.1%

Enhancement and maintenance

31.0%

New development
Reuse and COTS
0.0%

13.4%
10.6%
10.0%

20.0%

30.0%

40.0%

50.0%

Percentage of references
Figure 2-3 Literature distribution regarding development type
Most of the analyzed studies started with some initial set of potential productivity factors and applied
various selection methods to identify only the most significant ones. The analyzed references ranged
from 1 to 200 initially identified factors that were later reduced down to the 1 to 31 most significant factors.
In total, the reviewed references mentioned 246 different factors, with 64 representing abstract phenomena (e.g., team experience and skills) and the remaining 178 concrete characteristics (e.g., analyst capability or domain experience).
2.3 Aggregation of the Review Results
Due to space limitations, we do not provide the complete lists of factors we identified in this study. Instead, we report those factors that are most commonly considered as having the greatest impact on software development productivity.
Both in the literature as well as in the IESE studies, various methods were used to determine the significance of the considered factors. Several authors present a simple ranking of factors with respect to their
9

significance [27]; others used various weighting schemas to present the relative impact of each considered factor on productivity or cost [72].
We aggregated the results presented in various studies in the following procedure:
•

We ranked factors with respect to the weightings they were given in the source study. The factor
having the greatest weight (impact on productivity) was ranked with “1”, the next one as “2”,
and so on. If the source study reported factors without distinguishing their impact/importance,
we considered all factors as having rank “1”. The disadvantage of the applied aggregation procedure is that the information regarding the “distance” between factors with respect to their weight
was lost.

•

We aggregated the results for each factor using two measures: (1) number of studies a given factor was considered in (Frequency), and (2) median factor’s rank3 over all the studies it was considered in (Median rank).

3. RELATED TERMINOLOGY
3.1 Context vs. Influence Factors
In practice, it is difficult to build a reliable productivity model that would be applicable across a variety
of environments. Therefore, usually only a limited number of factors influencing productivity is considered within a model; the rest is kept constant and described as the so-called context for which the model
is built and in which it is applicable. Building, for instance, a model for business application and embedded real-time software would require covering a large variety of factors that play a significant role in
both domains. Alternatively, one may build simpler models for each domain separately. In that case, the
factor “application domain” would be constant for each model. We would refer to factors that describe a
modeling context as context factors. On the other hand, factors that are included in the model in order to
explain productivity variance within a certain context will be called influence factors. Moreover, we
would say that context factors determine influence factors, i.e., dependent on the project context, different factors may have a different impact on productivity and may interact with each other differently.
3.2 Classification of Influence Factors
In order to gain better visibility, we further categorized (after several other authors [51][70][110]) the
identified influence factors into four groups: product-, personnel-, project-, and process factors.
Product factors cover the characteristics of software products being developed throughout all development phases. These factors refer to such products as software code, requirements, documentation, etc.,
and their characteristics, such as complexity, size, volatility, etc.
Personnel factors reflect the characteristics of personnel involved in the software development project.
These factors usually consider the experience and capabilities of such project stakeholders as development team members (e.g., analysts, designers, programmers, project managers) as well as software users, customers, maintainers, subcontractors, etc.
Project factors regard various qualities of project management and organization, development constraints, working conditions, or staff turnover.

3

We assume ranks to be on the equidistant ordinal scale, which allows applying median operation [82].
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Process factors are concerned with the characteristics of software processes as well as methods, tools
and technologies applied during a software development project. They include, for instance, the effectiveness of quality assurance, testing quality, quality of analysis and documentation methods, tool quality and usage, quality of process management, or the extent of customer participation.
4. OVERVIEW OF FACTORS PRESENTED IN LITERATURE
In total, 246 different factors were identified in the analyzed literature. This section presents the most
commonly used productivity factors we found in the reviewed literature. First, we present factors that
are commonly selected across all development contexts. Then, we present the most popular factors selected in the context of a specific model, development type, and domain. Additionally, factors specific
for software reuse are analyzed.
Regarding the studies where project data repositories were presented, we analyzed publicly available
data sets that contain more than only size and effort data (see, e.g., [85] for an overview).
4.1 Cross-Context Factors
Table 4-1 presents top 4 productivity factors and 3 context factors that were found to be the most significant ones according to all studies reviewed.
The most commonly identified factors represent complex phenomena, which might be decomposed to
basic sub-factors. For each complex factor, we selected (at most) 3 most commonly identified subfactors. Team capability and experience, for instance, is considered to be the most influential productivity factor. Specifically, Programming language experience, Application experience & familiarity, and
Project manager experience & skills are those team capabilities that were most often selected in the reviewed studies.
Influence Factors
Team capabilities and experience
Programming language experience
Application experience & familiarity
Project manager experience & skills
Software complexity
Database size & complexity
Architecture complexity
Complexity of interface to other sys.
Project constraints
Schedule pressure
Decentralized/Multisite development
Tool usage & quality/effectiveness
CASE tools
Testing tools
Context factors
Programming language
Domain
Development Type

Frequency [#references]
64
16
16
15
42
9
9
8
41
43
9
41
12
5

Median rank
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1.5
1
1
1
1
1
1

29
14
11

1
1
1

11

Table 4-1 Top cross-context productivity factors
4.2 Context-specific Factors
In Table 4-2 to Table 4-4, each cell contains information in the form X/Y, where X is the number of
studies where a certain factor was selected (Frequency) and Y means the median rank given to the factor
over those studies (Median rank). Moreover, the most significant factors for a certain context are
marked with bold font and cells containing factors that were classified as the most significant ones in
two or more contexts are grey-filled. An empty cell means that a factor did not appear in a certain context at all.
For each considered context number of relevant references is given in the table header (in brackets).
4.2.1 Model-specific Factors

Table 4-2 presents the most common factors selected in the context of cost modeling (CM), productivity
measurement (PM), project data repositories (DB), and studies on software process improvement (SPI).
Influence Factors
Team capabilities & experience
Overall personnel experience
Project manager experience & skills
Task-specific expertise
Application experience & familiarity
Programming lang. experience
Tool experience
Teamwork capabilities
Training level
Tool usage & quality/effectiveness
CASE tools
Testing tools
Team size
Reuse
Reuse level
Quality of reused assets
Software complexity
Architecture complexity
Complexity of interface to other systems
Database size & complexity
Code complexity
Team organization
Team cohesion/communication
Staff turnover
Team structure
Project constraints
Schedule pressure
Decentralized development
Process maturity & stability
Methods usage
Reviews & inspections

PM (33)
14/1
5/1
3/2
3/6
2/1
3/9
1/1
1/1
12/2
4/5.5
1/1
8/1
8/1
5/1
2/1
7/2.3
2/6.5
1/1
1/1
1/1
6/2
3/3
4/1
9/3
9/1
1/16
2/1
7/6
2/11

CM (82)
39/1
4/1
6/7
2/9.5
12/1
11/1
4/1
2/1
4/1
22/1
3/1
4/3.5
14/1
9/1
7/1
25/1
6/1
6/2
4/10
2/1
21/1
14/1
11/1
4/3.5
21/3
16/5
5/7
7/1
16/1
4/1

DB (14)
6/1
3/1
1/1
2/1
2/1
2/1
1/1
5/1
4/1
5/1
5/1
3/1
8/1
1/1
1/1
4/1
4/1
3/1
2/1
1/1
6/1
5/1
2/1
5/1
2/1

SPI (9)
3/1
1/1
3/1
2/1
2/1
1/1
1/1
2/2.5
2/2.5
1/1
3/1
1/3
2/1.5
2/1
3/1
2/1
1/1
4/1
3/1
2/1

12

Testing
Requirements management
Context Factors
Programming language
Life cycle model
Domain
Development type
Target Platform

1/5
-

2/1
2/1

1/1
1/1

2/1
2/1

8/1
2/1
2/4.5
1/1

12/1
3/1
7/1
7/1
3/1

8/1
3/1
4/1
3/1
3/1

1/1
1/1
1/1
1/1
-

Table 4-2 Top model-specific productivity factors
4.2.2 Development-Type-specific Factors

Table 4-3 presents the most common productivity factors selected in the context of new development
(Nd) and maintenance/enhancement projects (Enh/Mtc). We considered maintenance and enhancement
together because the considered references did not make a clear difference between those two types of
development.
Influence Factors
Team capabilities & experience
Task-specific experience
Application experience & familiarity
Programmer capability
Programming language experience
Analyst capabilities
Project constraints
Schedule pressure
Distributed/multisite development
Reuse
Reuse level
Quality of reusable assets
Management quality & style
Team motivation & commitment
Product complexity
Interface complexity to hardware & software
Architecture complexity
Database size and complexity
Logical problem complexity
Required software quality
Required reliability
Required maintainability
Tool usage
Testing tools
Tool quality and effectiveness
Method usage
Review & Inspections
Testing
Context factors
Programming language

Nd (19)
8/1
3/11
1/1
1/1
7/6
7/5
3/8
5/1
4/1
1/1
5/1
5/1
5/7
1/1
4/2
4/2
3/1
1/6
2/4.3
1/8
-

Enh/Mtc (43)
26/1
1/5
11/1
5/3
10/1.5
6/3
17/1
13/2
4/1
11/4
7/4
1/1
5/8
4/4.5
17/2
6/2
6/2
4/10
3/1
15/4
13/4
3/4
17/2
3/5
2/1.5
13/4
4/1
3/1

4/1

10/1

13

Target platform
Domain
Development type

1/1
-

3/1
8/3
6/1

Table 4-3 Top development-type-specific productivity factors
4.2.3 Domain-specific Factors

Table 4-4 presents the most common productivity factors selected in the context of specific software
domains: embedded systems (Emb), management and information systems (MIS), and Web applications
(Web).
Influence Factors
Team capabilities & experience
Programming language experience
Training level
Application experience & familiarity
Programmer capability
Design experience
IT technology experience
Team size
Reuse
Reuse level
Tools usage & quality
CASE tools
Methods usage
Reviews & inspections
Testing methods
Modern programming practices
Project constraints
Schedule pressure
Distributed/multisite development
Requirements quality
Requirements quality
Requirements volatility
Required software quality
Required sw. reliability
Required sw. maintainability
Software complexity
Database size & complexity
Source code complexity
Complexity of interface to other systems
Architecture complexity
Context factors
Programming language
Domain
Target platform
Life cycle model
Development type

Emb (27)
14/1
5/1
3/1
1/1
1/2
1/1
8/1
3/1
2/3.5
12/1
3/1
12/1
4/1
2/3
2/6
9/1
7/1
1/1
8/1
4/1
4/1
8/1
7/1
3/1
1/1
3/1
3/1

MIS (50)
20/1
4/3
1/1
9/1
6/3.5
1/3
1/1
9/1
9/1
6/1
9/1
4/1
8/1.5
1/1
1/1
2/5
16/2.2
12/3
5/7
9/2
8/2.5
12/3.5
10/4
4/3.5
17/1
7/1
4/1
2/2.5
3/1

Web (4)
3/3
1/3
1/1
1/1
1/3
1/5
1/5
3/2
1/2
1/2
1/2
2/4.5
3/3
1/3
1/1

7/1
4/1
2/1
2/1
1/1

10/1
4/2
4/1
3/1
4/1

1/1
1/1

14

Business sector

1/14

4/1

-

Table 4-4 Top productivity factors used to model software cost
4.3 Reuse-specific Factors
From among the reviewed references, 15 focused specifically on reuse-oriented software development,
i.e., development with and for reuse (including COTS – commercial of-the-shelf components). Table 4-5
summarizes the most common factors influencing development productivity in that context.
Factor
Quality of reusable assets
Maturity
Volatility
Reliability
Asset complexity
Interface complexity
Architecture complexity
Team capabilities & experience
Integrator experience & skills
Integrator exp. with the asset
Integrator exp. with COTS process
Product support (from supplier)
Supplier support
Provided training
Required software quality
Required reliability
Required performance
Context factors
Life cycle model
Programming language
Domain

Frequency [#references]
12
7
5
3
9
5
4
6
3
3
3
6
6
5
4
3
3

Median Weight
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
1
1

1
1
1

Table 4-5 Top reuse-specific productivity factors
4.4 Summary of Literature Review
The review of the software engineering publications presented here shows that software development
productivity still depends on the capabilities of people and tools involved (Figure 4-1).
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Productivity factor

Team capability and experience

45.1%

Software product complexity

29.6%

Tool usage & quality/effectiveness

28.9%

Project constraints

28.9%

Programming language
Domain
Development type
0.0%

20.4%
9.9%
7.7%
10.0%

20.0%

30.0%

40.0%

50.0%

60.0%

Percentage usage
Figure 4-1

Literature review: Most common productivity factors

The productivity factors selected by researchers and software practitioners confirm requirements specification, coding, and testing as the traditionally acknowledged essential phases for the success of the
whole development process. Moreover, the high importance of project constraints and project manager’s skills suggests project management as another key factor for project success. Finally, as might have
been expected, the internal (architecture, data) and external (interfaces) complexity of software is a significant determinant of development productivity.
Yet, software complexity and programming language are clearly factors preferred in the context of project data repositories. This most probably reflects a common intuition of repository designers that those
factors have a significant impact on development productivity and numerous software qualities (e.g.,
reliability, maintainability).
As already mentioned in the introduction, the importance of a certain productivity factor varies depending on the project context. The skills of software programmers and analysts, for instance, seem to play a
more important role in enhancement/maintenance projects. Similarly, tool/method usage seems to be
less important in new development projects. On the other hand, software development that is not a continuation of a previous product/release seems to significantly rely on the quality of project management
and team motivation.
The results presented in the literature support the claim made by Fenton and Pfleeger [51] who suggest
that software complexity might have a positive impact on productivity in the context of new development (and thus is not perceived as a factor worth considering) and a negative impact in case of maintenance and enhancement.
What might be quite surprising is that the domain is not considered in the new development project at
all.
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New Development

Enhancement & Maintenanace
60.5%

Team capability & experience

42.1%
39.5%
36.8%

Project constraints

39.5%

Productivity factor

Product complexity

26.3%
34.9%

Required software quality

21.1%
39.5%

Tool usage

15.8%
25.6%
26.3%

Reuse

23.3%
21.1%

Programming language
Method usage
Management quality & style
Team motivation & commitment

30.2%
10.5%
11.6%
26.3%
9.3%
26.3%
18.6%

Domain
0.0%

10.0%

20.0%

30.0%

40.0%

50.0%

60.0%

70.0%

Percentage usage
Figure 4-2

Literature review: Development-specific factors

Regarding software domain-specific factors, there are several significant differences between factors
playing an important role in the embedded and MIS domains. The productivity of embedded software
development depends more on tools and methods used, whereas that of MIS depends more on the product complexity.
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Embedded

Management & Information Systems
40.0%

Team capability & experience

51.9%
32.0%
33.3%

Project constraints
18.0%

Tools usage & quality

44.4%
16.0%

Domain

Methods usage

44.4%
24.0%

Required software quality

29.6%
18.0%

Requirements characteristics

29.6%
18.0%

Team size

29.6%
20.0%

Programming language

25.9%
34.0%

Software complexity

11.1%
18.0%

Reuse

11.1%
0.0%

10.0%

20.0%

30.0%

40.0%

50.0%

60.0%

Percentage usage

Figure 4-3

Literature review: Domain-specific factors

Finally, reuse is not as significant a productivity factor as commonly believed. Less than 17% of publications mention reuse as having a significant influence on development productivity. This should not be
a surprise, however, if we consider the complex nature of the reuse process and the numerous factors
determining its success (Figure 4-4).

Productivity factor

Quality of reusable assets

80.0%

Asset complexity

60.0%

Product support (from supplier)

40.0%
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40.0%
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Figure 4-4

Literature review: Reuse success factors

According to the reviewed studies, the complexity and quality of reusable assets are key success factors
for software reuse. Furthermore, the support of the asset’s supplier and the capabilities of development
team (for integrating the asset into the developed product) significantly influence the potential benefits/losses of reuse (see Section 6.2.4 for a comprehensive overview of key reuse success factors).
5. OVERVIEW OF FACTORS INDICATED BY INDUSTRIAL EXPERIENCES
This section summarizes experiences regarding the most commonly used productivity factors indicated
by our industrial experiences gained in recent years at Fraunhofer IESE. The studies summarized here
are subject to a non-disclosure agreement, thus only aggregated results without any details on specific
companies are presented.
5.1 Demographics
The IESE studies considered in this section include:
•

13 industrial projects on cost and productivity modeling performed for international software organizations in Europe (mostly), Japan, India and Australia.

•

4 international workshops on software cost and productivity modeling, which took place in the
years 2005-2006 in Germany and Japan. The workshop participants came from both academic
(universities, research institute) and industrial (software and system) contexts.

•

8 worldwide surveys on cost and productivity modeling. This includes one cross-company survey
where we talked to a single representative of various software organizations, and 7 surveys where
we talked to a number of software engineers within a single company.

The studies considered here covered a variety of software domains (Figure 5-1) and development types
(Figure 5-2).

Domain

Embedded & Real-Time

36.0%

Multiple domains

28.0%

Management information systems

28.0%

Web applications
0.0%

8.0%
10.0%

20.0%

30.0%

40.0%

Percentage of studies
Figure 5-1 Industrial experiences: Application domains considered
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Development Type

Multiple

48.0%

Outsourcing

24.0%

New development

12.0%

Reuse

8.0%

Enhancement & maintenance

8.0%

0.0%

10.0%

20.0%

30.0%

40.0%

50.0%

60.0%

Percentage of studies
Figure 5-2 Industrial experiences: Development types considered
In total, we identified 167 different factors, with 31 of them representing complex phenomena and 136
basic concepts (sub-factors).
5.2 Cross-Context Factors
Table 5-1 and Figure 5-3 present these productivity factors that were selected most often in the context
of all IESE studies (commercial projects, surveys, and workshops).
Factor
Requirements quality
Requirements volatility
Requirements novelty
Team capabilities & experience
Project manager experience & skills
Programming lang. experience
Teamwork & communication skills
Domain experience & knowledge
Project constraints
Schedule pressure
Distributed/multisite development
Customer involvement
Method usage & quality
Requirements management
Reviews & inspections
Required software quality
Required software reliability
Required software maintainability
Context factors
Life cycle model
Development type
Domain

Frequency [#references]
23
20
11
23
10
10
9
9
20
13
11
18
18
10
7
18
16
10

Median rank
1
1
1
3
4.5
17
3
5
4.6
2
6
2
4.3
2.5
5
8.5
4
15

8
3
2

3
5
1.5
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Table 5-1 Industrial experiences: Cross-context productivity factors
Similarly to published studies, development team capabilities, project constraints, and method usage,
were considered as the most significant factors influencing software development productivity. Unlike
other practitioners, software engineers involved in IESE undertakings selected requirements novelty and
stability, customer involvement, and required software reliability and maintainability as highimportance productivity factors. High importance of requirements volatility and customer involvement
might be connected to the fact that most of the IESE studies regarded outsourcing projects where stable
requirements and communication between software supplier and contractor are essential for project success.
The fact that programming language does not occur at all as a context factor results from the homogenous context of most IESE studies (most of them regard a single business unit or group where a single
programming language is in use).
5.3 Context-specific Factors
In this section, we look at the variances in selected productivity factors across different contexts they
were selected in.
Each cell of Table 5-2 and Table 5-4 contains information in the form X/Y, where X is the number of
studies where a certain factor was selected (Frequency) and Y means the median rank given to the factor
over those studies (Median rank). Moreover, the most significant factors for a certain context are
marked with bold font and cells containing factors that were classified as the most significant ones in
two or more contexts are grey-filled. An empty cell means that a factor did not appear in a certain context at all.
For each context considered, the number of relevant references is given in the table header (in brackets).
5.3.1 Study-specific Factors

In Table 5-2, the most commonly selected factors across various study types are presented.
Notice that practically no context factors were considered in the context of commercial projects, which
in fact, took place in a homogeneous context where all usually significant context factors were constant
(thus had no factual impact on productivity).
Moreover, product qualities and constraints such as reliability, maintainability, and performance (execution time and storage) are also mentioned only in the context of specific commercial projects.
Factor
Requirements quality
Requirements volatility
Requirements novelty
Required software quality
Required software reliability
Required sw. maintainability
Required software usability
Project constraints
Schedule pressure
Distributed/multisite development
Budget constraints
Team capability & experience

C&P (13)
13/3
12/1
7/9
13/13.5
12/5
9/16
7/19
12/7.5
6/2.5
5/14
12/7.3

Srv (8)
8/1
6/1
3/1
4/2
3/3
1/1
5/3
5/3
4/3.5
8/1

Wsk (4)
2/1
2/1
1/1
1/1
1/1
3/1
2/1
2/1
2/1
3/1
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Programming language experience
Project manager experience & skills
Platform (virtual machine) experience
Teamwork & communication skills
Domain experience & knowledge
Training level
Software product constraints
Execution time constraints
Storage constraints
Customer/user involvement
Method usage
Reviews & inspections
Requirements management
Tool usage & quality
Testing tools
Project management tools
Reuse
Reuse level
Required software reusability
Context factors
Life cycle model
Domain
Development type

8/20.5
7/8
5/14
3/4
4/18.5
3/19
11/12
11/11
6/18.5
10/2
10/8.5
3/9
6/1.5
9/10
1/35
1/42
10/14
6/13.5
6/12

1/15
2/4.5
6/2
4/3
1/4
2/8
2/7
1/1
7/2
7/3
4/1.5
4/3
6/4.7
2/3
2/10.5
4/2
3/3
1/18

1/1
1/1
1/1
2/1
1/1
1/1
1/1
1/1
3/1
2/1
2/3

2/18
-

3/5
2/1.5
2/6

3/1
1/1

Table 5-2 Industrial experiences: Study-specific productivity factors
5.3.2 Development-Type-specific Factors

For most of the studies considered here, the development type was either not clear (not explicitly stated)
or productivity factors were given as valid for multiple development types. Since there is too little data
to analyze productivity factors for most of the development types considered, we only take a closer look
at factors that are characteristic for organizations outsourcing their software development (Table 5-3).
Factor
Requirements quality
Requirements volatility
Requirements novelty
Customer/user involvement
Project constraints
Distributed/multisite development
Concurrent hardware development
Legal constraints
Software complexity
Database size & complexity
Complexity of device-dependent operations
Complexity of control operations
Context factors
Life cycle model

Frequency [#references]
6
6
5
6
6
3
3
3
6
6
2
2

Median Weight
6.2
1.5
11
4
8.5
14
12
30
12.5
22
8,5
9

1

18

22

Table 5-3 Industrial experiences: Productivity factors in the outsourcing context
It might be no surprise that in outsourcing projects, requirements quality and customer involvement are
key factors driving development productivity. Stable requirements and communication with the software
customer (especially during early development phases) are commonly believed to have crucial impact
on the success of outsourcing projects.
5.3.3 Domain-specific Factors

Unfortunately, most of the IESE studies considered either regarded multiple domains or the domain was
not clearly (explicitly) specified. Therefore, we analyzed only factors specific for the embedded systems
(Emb) and management and information systems (MIS) domains, for which a reasonable number of inputs were available.
Similar to what we found in the related literature, the usage of tools (especially testing) is characteristic
of the embedded domain. Regarding method usage, different methods play an important role in the embedded and MIS domains. Use of early quality assurance methods (reviews & inspections) is regarded as
having a significant impact on productivity in the MIS domain, whereas use of late methods, such as
testing, counts more in embedded software development.
Requirements management as well as configuration and change management activities are significant
productivity factors only in the MIS domain. Software practitioners do not relate them to productivity
variance in the embedded domain because they are usually consistently applied across development projects. According to our observation, however, the effectiveness of those activities varies widely and
therefore should be considered as a significant influence factor.
Factor
Requirements quality
Requirements volatility
Requirements novelty
Requirements complexity
Software complexity
Architecture complexity
Database size & complexity
Team capabilities and experience
Programming language experience
Project manager experience & skills
Teamwork & communication skills
Customer/user involvement
Involvement in design reviews
Tool usage & quality
Testing tools
Method Usage
Requirements management
Reviews & inspections
Testing methods
Documentation methods
Configuration management & change control
Project constraints
Schedule pressure

Em (9)
9/5
9/1
6/10
9/5
3/7
3/22
9/8.4
7/19
5/9
2/1
8/2
2/19.5
8/9
2/18
8/9.6
3/3
2/6.5
4/5.5
5/20
2/22.5
7/9
3/9

MIS (7)
7/1
7/1
2/1
5/9
2/16.5
7/3
3/3
5/3
7/2
3/15
7/3
7/2
4/7
2/8
3/4
6/3.7
5/2
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Distributed/multisite development
Context factors
Life cycle model
Domain
Application type

3/14

4/8.5

3/14
1/1
-

1/9
1/2
1/2

Table 5-4 Industrial experiences: Domain-specific productivity factors
5.4 Summary of Industrial Experiences
The productivity factors observed in the most recent IESE studies do not differ much from those indicated in the reviewed literature. Capabilities of development team, project constraints, and methods usage
are the main impact factors. The outsourcing character of the projects considered in the majority of the
IESE studies gave priority to some additional factors such as requirements quality (volatility, complexity, and novelty), required product quality (reliability, maintainability, performance), and customer involvement.
There were slight differences between the factors considered across various domains. As in the reviewed
literature, tool and method usage were regarded as more significant in the embedded domain.

Productivity factor

The IESE studies considered referred to a rather narrow context (organization, business unit, group,
etc.), where such characteristics as domain and programming language were quite homogeneous. That is
most probably why common context factors from the literature (see Section 4.1) do not actually count in
the context of IESE studies. Constant factors do not introduce any variance across projects and thus do
not explain productivity variance, which in practice makes their consideration useless.
Team capability & experience

92%

Requirements quality

92%

Project constraints

80%

Method usage

72%

Customer/user participation

72%

Required product quality

72%
32%

Life cycle type
Development type

12%

Domain

8%

0.0%

20.0%

40.0%

60.0%

80.0%

100.0%

Percentage usage
Figure 5-3

Industrial experiences: Cross-context factors

One quite surprising observation is that the implementation of early quality assurance techniques such as
reviews and inspections does not seem to have a deciding impact on development productivity. In only 6
out of 25 studies, this factor was stated explicitly as having a significant impact on productivity. At the
same time, our practical experiences indicate that those activities are usually ineffective or are not ap-
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plied at all. This contradicts the common belief that early quality assurance activities contribute significantly to the improvement of development productivity (through decreased testing and rework effort).
Another interesting observation is that while requirements volatility is considered to have a significant
impact on development productivity, requirements management is not consistently regarded as having
such an impact. It is, however, believed that proper quality management may moderate the negative influence of unstable requirements on development productivity.
Finally, an interesting and, at the same time, surprising observation we made is that very mature organizations (e.g., 2 organizations at CMMI L-5 and one ISO-9001 certified) consider as very significant factors such factors as Clarity of development team roles and responsibilities, which are actually common
for rather immature organizations.
6. DETAILED COMMENTS ON SELECTED PRODUCTIVITY FACTORS
This section presents a brief overview of publications presenting in-depth investigations on rationales
underlying the influence of certain factors on software development productivity as well as dependencies between various factors. The summary presented here includes empirical research studies as well as
industrial experiences.
6.1 Comments on Selected Context Factors
This section presents an overview of literature regarding the experiences with context factors, i.e., factors that are used to limit the context of productivity modeling and analysis (see Section 3.1).
6.1.1 Programming language

The analysis of the factors presented in the reviewed literature showed that programming language is the
most common context factor (Table 4-1). The impact of a programming language on development
productivity is considered to be so large that some authors present average development productivities
for certain languages, independent of other potential factors [76]. Moreover, a single organization or
business unit usually uses a limited number of distinct languages. Therefore, considering this factor
when analyzing productivity within a single organization usually makes no sense. This conclusion is
confirmed several data analysis studies (e.g., [89][125]) where programming language has significant
impact on productivity when analyzed on cross-organization data whereas no influence was observed on
organization-specific data.
6.1.2 Application domain

According to the literature review presented (Table 4-1), the application domain is considered as the second most significant context factor.
The studies presented in the literature provide evidence not only that factors influencing productivity
vary across different application domains, but also that, in principle, the magnitude of productivity alone
varies across different domains. Putnam and Myers [106], for example, analyzed the QSM data repository [107] and found out that there is a common set of factors influencing software process productivity.
They also found out that the analyzed projects tend to cluster around a certain discrete value of productivity4, and that except for a limited number of projects (outliers), each cluster actually represents a certain application domain. Therefore, although an exact productivity measurement would require considering other influence factors within a certain context (cluster), general conclusions about productivity

4

The standard deviation of process productivity within clusters ranged from ± 1to ± 4.
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within a certain context can already be drawn. The authors provided evidence that projects in a real-time
domain tend to be less productive, in general, than in the business systems domain. Jones combines
productivity variance across domains with different levels of project documentation generally required
in each domain. He observed [70] that the level of documenting varies widely across various software
domains. The productivity of military projects, for instance, suffers due to the extremely high level of
documentation required (at least 3 times more documentation per function point is required than in MIS
and Software Systems domains) [70].
6.1.3 Development type

Development type is another important factor that determines how other project characteristics influence
development productivity.
Fenton and Pfleeger [51] suggest, for instance, that software complexity might have a positive impact on
productivity in the context of new development and a negative one in case of maintenance and enhancement. The development team is able, for example, to produce more output (higher productivity)
even though the output is badly structured (high complexity). Yet, one may expect that if producing badly-structured output might be quite productive, then maintaining it might be quite difficult and thus unproductive. This could be, for instance, observed well in the context of software reuse, where the required quality and documentation of reusable artifacts have a significant impact on the productivity of
their development (negative impact) and reuse (positive impact).
In the context of maintenance projects, the purpose of software change has a significant impact on
productivity. Bug fixes, for instance, are found to be more difficult (and therefore less productive) than
comparably sized additions of new code by approximately a factor of 1.8 [55]. Bug fixes tend to be more
difficult than additions of new code even when additions are significantly larger.
Corrective maintenance (bug fixes), however, seems to be much more productive than perfective
maintenance (enhancements) [16]. This supports the common intuition that error corrections usually
consist of a number of small isolated changes, while enhancements include larger changes to the functionality of the system. In both types of changes, the extent of coupling between modified software units
may amplify or moderate the impact of change type on productivity. Changing a certain software component requires considering the impact of the change on all coupled components. This usually includes
reviewing, modifying, and re-testing related (coupled) components. Therefore, the more coupled components the more additional work is required (lower productivity).
The time spam between software release and change (so-called “aging” or “decay” effect) is also considered as a significant productivity factor in enhancement and maintenance projects. Graves [55], for
instance, confirms the findings of several earlier works. He provides statistically significant evidence
that a one-year delay in change would cost 20% more effort than similar change done earlier.
Finally, maintenance productivity has traditionally been influenced by the personal capabilities of software maintainers. It was, for example, found that one developer may require 2.75 times as much effort
as another developer to perform comparable changes [55]. Yet, it is not always clear exactly which personnel characteristics are determinant here (overall experience, domain experience, experience with
changed software, extent of parallel work, etc.).
6.1.4 Process maturity

Process maturity is rarely identified directly as a factor influencing development productivity. Yet, numerous companies use project productivity as the indirect measure of software process maturity and/or
use productivity improvement as a synonym of process improvement. Rico [108] reports, for instance,
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that 22% of all measures applied for the purpose of software process improvement (SPI) are productivity
measures. Another 29% are development effort, cost, and cycle time measures, which, in practice, are
strongly related to development productivity.
A common belief that pushes software organizations towards process improvement is that high-maturity
organizations (e.g., as measured according to the CMMI model [38]) are characterized by highproductivity processes5 [102][104][24][48]. In fact, there are several studies that provide quantitative
evidence of that belief. Diaz and King [48] report, for instance, that moving a certain software organization from CMM level 2 to level 5 in the years 1997-2001 consistently increased project productivity by
the factor 2.8. A threefold increase in productivity within organizations approaching higher CMM levels
has been confirmed by several other software companies worldwide [102]. Harter et al [60] investigate
the relationships between process maturity measured on the CMM scale, development cycle time, and
effort for 30 software products created by a major IT company over a period of 12 years. They found
that in the average values for process maturity and software quality, a 1% improvement in process maturity leads to a 0.32% net reduction in cycle time, and a 0.17% net reduction in development effort (taking into account the positive direct effects and the negative indirect effects through quality).
Yet, according to other studies (e.g., [39][62]), overall organization maturity can probably not be considered as a significant factor influencing productivity. One may say that high maturity entails a certain
level of project characteristics (e.g., CMMI key practices) positively influencing productivity; however,
which characteristics influence productivity and to which extent varies most probably between different
maturity levels. In that sense, process maturity should be considered as a context rather than as an influence factor. Influence factors should then refer to single key practices rather than to whole maturity levels.
Overall maturity improvement should be selected if the main objective is a long-term one, e.g., highquality products delivered on time and within budget. In that case, increased productivity is not the most
important benefit obtained from improved maturity. The more important effects of increased maturity
are stable processes, which may, in turn, facilitate the achievement of short-term objectives, such as effective productivity improvement (Figure 6-1). One must be aware that although increasing the maturity
of a process will not hurt productivity in the long-term perspective, it may hurt it during the transition to
higher maturity levels. It has been commonly observed (e.g., [57]) that the introduction of procedures,
new tools, and methods is, in the short-term perspective, detrimental to productivity (so-called learning
effect). Boehm and Sullivan [25], for instance, illustrate productivity behavior when introducing new
technologies (Figure 6-1).

5

Putnam [104] analyzed the QSM database and showed that there seems to be a strong correlation between an organization’s CMM level and its productivity index.
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Figure 6-1 Short-term effect on productivity of introducing new technology [25]
This learning effect can be moderated by introducing a so-called delta team consisting of very skilled
personnel who are is able to alleviate the short-term, negative effect on productivity of implementing
certain key process areas (KPA’s). This is, however, nothing else than preventing the productivity decrease caused by investments on implementing certain KPAs by improving factors that have proven to
have a significant positive impact on productivity (in this case, team capabilities). Benefits from process
improvement and from introducing new technologies can also be gained faster by sharing experiences
and offering appropriate training and management support [121][124].
An alternative way of moderating the short-term, negative impact of process improvement on productivity would be to first implement KPAs that have a short-term, positive impact on productivity (e.g., team
capabilities, personnel continuity) in order to offset the negative impact of implementing other KPAs.
Example practices (KPAs) that have proven to make the greatest contribution to organizational maturity
(highest benefits) can be found in [102].
Yet, a certain maturity level (optionally confirmed by a respective certification) is rather a “side effect”
(a consequence) of process improvement (e.g., driven by a high-productivity objective) rather than an
objective for its own sake – which is the right sequence [5].
Finally, the maturity of measurement processes should be the subject of special attention since inconsistent measurements usually lead to misleading conclusions with respect to productivity and its influencing factors. In that sense, one may say that mature and rigorous measurement processes have a significant impact on productivity [26]. Boehm and Sullivan [25] claim that there is about a ±15% range of
variation in effort estimates between projects and organizations due to the counting rules for data. Niessink and van Vlied [96] observed, in turn, that the existence of a consistently applied (repeatable) process is an important prerequisite for a successful measurement program. If, for instance, a process exists
in multiple variants, it is important to identify those factors that differentiate various variants and to
know which variant is applied when.
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6.1.5 Development life cycle

Only a few studies selected the development life cycle model as a significant factor influencing software
productivity. This factor is, however, usually addressed indirectly as a context factor. Existing empirical
studies and in the field experience (e.g., [117]) confirm, for instance, the common belief that iterative
and incremental software development significantly increases development productivity (as compared to
the traditional waterfall model).
6.2 Comments on Selected Influence Factors
In this section, we present an overview of comments on and experiences with selected factors influencing software development productivity.
6.2.1 Development team characteristics

Team size and structure is an important team-related factor influencing development productivity. In
principle, the software engineering literature indicates significant benefits from using small teams. According to Camel and Bird [34], a common justification for small teams is not that a small team is so
advantageous, but that a large team is disadvantageous. However, this does not seem to be consistent for
the whole development life cycle. Brooks [29] says, for instance, that when we add people at the project’s end, the productivity goes down. Balckburn et al. [22] support this thesis claiming that the small
“tiger teams” in later stages of software development (after requirements specification) tend to increase
productivity. Those experiences support the manpower Rayleigh buildup curve proposed in [97] and
adapted in [106] where a larger team is used during early development phases and the team size drops
during later phases.
However, the impact of team size on productivity has much to do with the communication and coordination structure [51][81][111]. In other words, the impact of team size depends significantly on the degree
to which team members work together or separately, and on the communication structure [115] rather
than simply on the number of people in a team. It has been observed that the main reason why large
teams are usually so unproductive is primarily the burden of maintaining numerous communication links
between the team members working together [34]. Thus, even large teams, where developers work
mostly independently, do not seem to have a significant negative impact on productivity compared to
small teams [115].
Even if large teams are indispensable, their negative influence on productivity can be moderated by an
effective team (communication) structure and communication media. For instance, even in large-scale
projects, minimizing the level of work concurrency by keeping several small, parallel teams (with some
level of independence) instead of one large team working together seems to be a good strategy for preventing a drop in productivity [43]. That is, for example, why agile methods promoting two-person
teams working independently (pair programming) may be (however only in certain conditions) more
productive than large teams working concurrently [101]. Yet, as further reported in [101], well-defined
development processes are not without significance in agile development. A large industrial case study
proved, for example, that even pairs of experienced developers working together need a collaborative,
role-based protocol to achieve productivity [101].
Observing social factors in hyper-productive organizations, Cain et al. [31] found the developer close to
the core of the organization. Average and low productive organizations exhibit much higher prestige
values for management functions than for those who directly add value to the product (developers). Collaborations in these organizations almost always flow from the manager in the center to other roles in
the organization. Even though a star structure (“chief surgical team”) is mostly the favored communica-
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tion structure, it seems that its impact on productivity depends on who plays the central role, managerial
(outward control flow) or technical (inward control flow) staff. The authors point to architect as an especially prestigious role in a team within highly productive organizations.
The use of proper communication media may also significantly improve team communication and, in
consequence, development productivity. Face-to-face communication still seems to be the most efficient
way of communication. Carey and Kacmar [33], for instance, observed that although simple tasks can be
accomplished successfully using electronic communication media (e.g., telephone, email, etc.) complex
tasks may result in lower productivity and larger dissatisfaction with electronic medium used. Agile
software development considers one of the most effective ways for software developers to communicate
to be standing around a whiteboard, talking, and sketching [40]. Ambler [5] goes further and proposes to
define a specific period during the day (~5h) during which team members must be present together in
the workroom. Outside that period, they may go back to their regular offices and work individually. A
more radical option would be to gather the development team in a common workroom for the whole duration of the project. Teasley et al. [119], conclude their empirical investigation by saying that having
development teams reside in their own large room (an arrangement called radical collocation) positively
affected system development. The collocated projects had significantly higher productivity and shorter
schedules than both the performance of similar past projects considered in the study and industry
benchmarks. Yet, face-to-face communication does not guarantee higher productivity and may still vary
widely dependent on the team communication structure (especially for larger teams).
Finally, it was observed that, besides a core team structure, close coupling to the quality assurance staff
and the customer turned out to be a pattern within highly productive software organizations [31].
Staff turnover is another team-related project characteristic having a major impact on development
productivity. Collofelo et al. [41] present an interesting study where, based on a process simulation experiment, they investigated the impact of various project strategies on team attrition. No action appeared
to be the most effective strategy when schedule pressure is high and cost containment is a priority. Replacing a team member who left a team alleviates the team exhaustion rate (lightens increased attrition).
Even though overstaffing is an expensive option, replacing a team member who left with several new
members minimizes the duration of the project. Thus, this strategy should be considered for projects in
which the completion date has been identified as the highest priority. It is, however, not clear how those
results (especially regarding overstaffing) relate to Brooks’ real-life observation that putting more staff
at the end of a project makes it even more late [29].
Task assignment is the next reported human-related factor differentiating software development productivity. Boehm [24], for instance, introduces in his COCOMO II model the task assignment factor to reflect the observation that proper assignment of people to corresponding tasks has a great impact on development productivity. Hale et al. [59][115] go further and investigate related sub-factors such as intensity, concurrency, and fragmentation. They observed that the more time is spent on the task by the same
developer (intensity), the higher the productivity. Further, the more team members work on the same
task (concurrency), the lower the productivity (communication overhead disproportionately larger than
task size). Finally, the more fragmented the developer’s time over various tasks (fragmentation), the
lower the productivity (due to overhead to switch work context).
Finally, team capabilities and skills is traditionally acknowledged as the most significant personnel
characteristic that influences development productivity. Team capabilities also have an indirect impact
on productivity by influencing other factors with a potential impact on development productivity. The
impact of the team structure on productivity, for instance, usually assumes highly skilled technical peo-
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ple. Moreover, the full benefits of tool support and technological improvements cannot be achieved
without capable personnel [37]. On the other hand, the impact of team capabilities on productivity may
be amplified or moderated by other factors. An appropriate management and communication structure
can, for instance, moderate the negative impact of a low-experienced team on productivity; it can, however, never compensate for the lack of experience [22].
Researchers and practitioners agree about the high importance of team capabilities regarding development productivity. Yet, it is not clear exactly which skills have an impact on productivity, and which do
not. Presented in Sections 4 and 5 suggest that programming language skills, domain experience, and
project management skills are essential characteristics of a highly productive development team. Krishnan [81], however, claims that whereas higher levels of domain experience of the software team is associated with a reduction in the number of field defects in the product (higher quality), there is no significant direct association between either the language or the domain experience of the software team and
the dollar costs incurred in developing the product. This does not, however, necessary imply no impact
on productivity. Software teams with low experience (<2 years) may cost more due to lower productivity, whereas highly experienced teams (>10 years) may cost more due to higher salaries. Here we can
again see that when observing development productivity and its influence factors, a careful definition of
respective measures is crucial for the validity of the conclusions drawn.
Although not reflected by the results presented in this chapter (Sections 4 and 5), significant team capabilities do not only cover technical skills. There are several non-technical skills that are found to be essential with respect to development productivity. Examples are ability and willingness to learn/teach
quickly, multi-area (general) specialization, knowledge of fundamentals, and flexibility [21]. It has been
observed (especially in a packaged software development environment) that it is the innovation, creativity, and independence of the developers that determine development productivity and project success
[35][59]. Yet, as warned in [9], an emphasis on creativity and independence creates an atmosphere that
contributes to a general reluctance to implement accurate effort and time reporting. This, in turn, limits
the reliability of the collected productivity data and may lead to wrong conclusions regarding productivity and its impact factors.
6.2.2 Schedule/effort distribution

The right schedule and work distribution are the next significant parameters influencing development
productivity. Looking at the published investigations, one may get the impression that the development
schedule should be neither too long nor to short. Thus both schedule over- and underestimation may
have a negative impact on productivity.
Several authors have observed the negative impact of schedule compression on productivity (so-called
deadline effect) [103][24]. A schedule compression of 25% (which is considered as very low compression) may, for instance, lead to a 43% increase in development costs [127]. Schedule compression is
recognized as a key element by practically all of the most popular commercial cost estimation tools
(e.g., PRICE-S [99], SLIM [106], SEER-SEM [69], COCOMO I/II [23][24]), which implement various
productivity penalties related to it [127].
Others show that schedule expansion also seems to have a negative impact on development productivity
[127][22][86]. One of the possible explanations of this phenomenon is the so-called Parkinson’s low,
which says that “the cost of the project will expand to consume all available resources” [100].
Yet, the right total schedule is only one part of success. The other part is its right distribution across single development phases. An investigation on productivity shown in [22] concludes that some parts of the
process simply need to be “unproductive”, i.e., should take more time. This empirical insight confirms
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the common software engineering wisdom that more effort (and time) spent on early development stages
bears fruit, for example, through less rework in later stages and finally increases overall project productivity. Apparently, the initial higher analysis costs of highly-productive projects are more than compensated for by the overall shorter time spent on the total project [84]. If the analysis phase, for example, is
not done properly in the first place, it takes longer for programmers to add, modify, or delete codes. The
Norden’s Rayleigh curve [97] may here be taken as a reference shape of the most effective effort and
time distribution over the software development life cycle. Yet, the simple rule of “the more the better”
does not apply here and after exceeding a certain limit of time spent on requirements specification, the
overall development productivity (and product quality) may drop [72]. The results of a case study at Ericsson [44] determined, for example, that the implementation phase had the largest improvement potential in the two studied projects, since it caused a large faults-slip-through to later phases, i.e., 85% and
86% of the total improvement potential of each project.
6.2.3 Use of tools and methods

The effect of the usage of certain tools and technologies on software development productivity is widely
acknowledged (see Sections 4 and 5), but at the same time, paradoxically not well understood [74]. The
opinions regarding the impact of tool usage vary largely across individual studies. Following the factors
in Boehm’s COCOMO II model [24], numerous organizations consider tool usage as a significant means
for improving development productivity. Yet, empirical studies have reported their positive and negative
effects [22] as well as little (no significant) direct effect [111]. This paradox might be explained by findings that the effect of tool usage on development productivity is coupled with the impact of other factors
and that isolated use of tools makes little difference in the productivity results [1][21][20].
It has been observed, for instance, that due to the significant costs involved in learning the CASE tools,
the effect of tools in some projects is negative, i.e., they increase the effort required for developing software products [58]. Other significant factors affecting the relationship between tool usage and development productivity are the degree of tool integration, tool maturity, tool training and experience, appropriate support when selecting and introducing corresponding tools (task-technology fit), team coordination/interaction, structured methods use, documentation quality, and project size [13][20][42][58][117].
For instance, when teams receive both tool-specific operational training and more general software development training, higher productivity is observed [58]. The same study reports on a 50% increase in
productivity if tools and formal structured methods are used together.
Abdel-Hamid [1] observed, moreover, that studies conducted in laboratory settings using relatively
small pilot projects tend to report productivity improvements of 100%- 600%, whereas when the impact
of CASE tools is assessed in real organizational settings, much more modest productivity gains (15%30% percent) or no gains at all were found. The author relevantly summarizes that project managers are
the main source of failed CASE tools application, because most often they do not institute rudimentary
management practices needed before and during the introduction of new tools. What they usually do is
to look for a solution they can buy. Actually, in a simulation presented by Abdel-Hamid, almost half the
productivity gains from new software development tools were squandered by bad management. Moreover, Ambler [5] underlines being flexible regarding tool usage. He observed that each development team
works on different things, and each individual has different ways of working. Forcing inappropriate
tools on people will not only hamper progress, it can destroy team morale.
The impact of project size and process maturity on the benefits gained from introducing tools is shown
in [30]. The authors observed at IBM software solutions that in the context of advanced processes,
productivity gains through requirements planning tools may vary between 107.9% for a small project (5
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features) and –23.5% for a large project (80 features). Yet, in the context of a small project (10 features)
such a gain may vary between -26.1% and 56.4% when regular and advanced processes are applied respectively. A replicated study confirmed this trend - productivity decreases with growing project size
and higher process complexity. The productivity loss in the larger project was due to additional overhead for processing and maintaining a larger amount of data produced by a newly introduced tool. Higher process complexity, on the other hand, brings more overhead related to newly introduced activities
(processes). Yet, measuring at the macro level makes it difficult to separate the impact of the tool from
other confounding variables (such as team experience and size/complexity of a single feature). Therefore, the results of Bruckhaus [30] should be interpreted cautiously [10].
The use of software tools to improve project productivity is usually interpreted in terms of automated
tools that assist with project planning, tracking, and management. Yet, non-automated tools such as
checklists, templates, or guidelines that help software engineers interpret and comply with development
processes can be considered as supporting the positive impact of high-maturity processes on improved
project productivity [21].
6.2.4 Software reuse

Reuse of software products, processes, and other software artifacts is considered the technological key to
enabling the software industry to achieve increased levels of productivity and quality [18][8].
Reuse contributes to an increase in productivity in both new development and software maintenance
[14]. There are two major sources of savings generated by reuse: (1) less constructive work for developing software (reuse of similar and/or generic components) and (2) less analytical work for testing software and rework to correct potential defects (reuse of high-quality components). In other words, software reuse catalyzes improvements in productivity by avoiding redevelopment and improvements in
quality by incorporating components whose reliability has already been established [112]. That is, for
example, why reuse benefits are greater for more complex reusable components [94] (however, this positive effect levels off beyond a certain component size).
Nevertheless, reuse is not for free and may, at least at the beginning, bring negative savings (productivity loss). A high-quality, reusable (generic) software component first needs to be developed, which usually costs more that developing specific software (not intended to be reused). Populating the repository of
reusable artifacts alone contributes to an initial loss of productivity [94]. The repository must not expand
indefinitely, due to additional maintenance costs. On the one hand, creating and maintaining rarely used,
small repositories of small components tends to cost more than the reuse savings they generate. As the
repository size increases, opportunities for reuse tend to increase, generating more development savings.
On the other hand, maintaining and searching through very large repositories may again generate negative reuse savings.
Later on, in order to actually reuse a certain component, it has to be identified as available in the repository and retrieved. Then, the feasibility of the component to be reused in a specific context has to be determined (a component has to be analyzed and understood). Even if accepted, a component often cannot
be reused as is, but has to be modified in order to integrate it into the new product. At the end, it has to
be (re)tested in a new context. In each step of reuse, a number of factors influencing its productivity
have to be considered. Finally, if the total cost for retrieving, evaluating, and integrating a component is
less than the cost of writing it from scratch, it makes economic sense to reuse the component.
The success of reuse depends on numerous factors. Rinie and Sonnemann [109] used an industrial survey to identify several leading reuse success factors (so-called reuse capability indicators):
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•

Use of product-line approach,

•

Architecture that standardizes interfaces and data formats,

•

Common software architecture across the product line,

•

Design for manufacturing approach,

•

Domain engineering,

•

Management that understands reuse issues,

•

Software reuse advocate(s) in senior management,

•

Use of state-of-the-art tools and methods,

•

Precedence of reusing high-level software artifacts such as requirements and design versus just
code reuse, and

•

Tracing end-user requirements to the components that support them.

Atkins et al. [10][11] confirm part of these results in an empirical study where the change effort of large
telecommunication software was reduced by about 40% by using a version-sensitive code editor and
about four times when the domain engineering technologies were applied.
The impact of reuse on development productivity, like most other influence factors, is strongly coupled
with other project characteristics. It should thus not be simplified by taking as granted the positive impact of reuse on productivity. Frakes and Succi [52] observed, for instance, a certain inconsistency regarding the relationship between reuse and productivity across various industrial data sets, with some
relationships being positive and others negative.
One of the factors closely coupled with reuse are the characteristics of the personnel involved in reuse
(development of reusable assets and their reuse). Morisio et al. [93] observed that the more familiar developers are with reused, generic software (framework), the more benefit is gained when reusing it. The
authors report that although developing a reusable asset may cost 10 times as much as “traditional” development, the observed productivity gain of each development where the asset is reused reached 280%.
Thus, the benefit from creating and maintaining reusable (generic) assets increases with the number of
its reuses.
Another factor influencing the impact of reuse on development productivity is the existence of defined
processes. Soliman [116], for example, identifies the lack of a strategic plan available to managers to
implement software reuse as a major factor affecting the extent of productivity benefits gained from reuse. Major issues for managers to consider include: commitments from top management, training for
software development teams, reward systems to encourage reuse, measurement tools for measuring the
degree of success of the reuse program, necessary reuse libraries, rules regarding the development of
reusable codes, domain analysis, and an efficient feedback system.
Software reuse in the context of object-oriented (OO) software development is one specific type of
reuse that proved to be especially effective in increasing development productivity [15][83]. Yet, the
common belief that using the OO paradigm is sufficient for improving development productivity does
not have much quantitative evidence supporting it [83]. OO reuse requires considering several aspects,
such as the type of reuse or the domain context of reuse. Results of experiments in the context of C++
implementation show, for instance, that since black-box reuse (class reuse without modification) increases programmer productivity, the benefits of white-box reuse (reuse by deriving a new class from an
existing one through inheritance) are not so clear (especially for reuse of third-party library classes) [82].
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Finally, introducing the OO paradigm, like introducing any new technology, requires considering and
often adjusting the business context (model) in order to gain the expected productivity benefits [103].
For example, inappropriate schedule planning (constrained or too long) or lack of process control (e.g.,
over the effects of newly introduced technology) may completely level down any benefit from the applied new technology, including the object-oriented paradigm [103].
The use of commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) components is closely related to software reuse and
might, in practice be classified as a subclass of software reuse. Yet, software reuse differs from COTS
software in three significant ways [1]: (1) reuse components are not necessarily able to operate as standalone entities (as is assumed to be the case with most components defined as COTS software); (2) reuse
software is generally acquired internally within the software developing organization (by definition,
COTS components must come from outside); and (3) reused software usually requires access to the
source code, whereas with COTS components, access to the source code is rare (references to so-called
“white box” COTS notwithstanding). From that perspective, the productivity of software development in
the context of software reuse and use of COTS is influenced by overlapping sets of factors.
In principle, the factors presented in the literature focus on the productivity of integrating COTS into
developed software [1]. Abts [2] postulates, for instance, that increasing the number of COTS components is economically beneficial only up to a certain point, where the savings resulting from the use of
COTS components break even with the maintenance costs arising from the volatility of such components.
Finally, software product lines and domain engineering as the most recent incarnations of the reuse
paradigm should be considered as a potential factor influencing productivity of software development in
general, and software changes in particular. In fact, they may potentially reduce the cost of software
change three to four-fold (telecommunication switch system) [91][114]. Such a gain is in line with the
generally accepted view that domain engineering techniques improve software productivity two to tenfold. Yet, the cost of change is also influenced by other factors. Besides, quite obviously, the size and
complexity of change, the type of change also has a substantial impact on change productivity. Similarly
to [55], the authors observed, for instance, that changes that fix bugs are more difficult than comparably
sized additions of new code (see also Section 6.1.3).
Concluding, there are various aspects of software reuse (besides simply the level of reuse) that have to
be taken into account when considering reuse as a way to increase development productivity in a certain
context. In practice, it is recommended to collect organization-specific data related to reuse and productivity, and use these data to guide reuse projects. However, one has to be careful when defining both
productivity and reuse measures for that purpose, since improper measure definition might lead to
wrong conclusions [46].
6.2.5 Software outsourcing

Outsourcing has recently been gaining a lot of attention from the software community as a means for
reducing development costs. According to SPR data [71], the level of outsourcing tripled in the years
1989-2000. In 2000, about 15% of all information systems were produced under contract or outsource
agreements (2% international outsource).
Now, it is not clear if reduced cost is related to lower man-power costs or higher development productivity at organizations providing outsourcing services. Analyzing the ISBSG data [68], Cabonneau [32]
confirmed the results of earlier studies (e.g., [49]) that outsourced projects do not have significantly different productivity (in terms of functionality delivered per effort invested) than in-source projects.
Therefore software development outsourcing will only lead to significant cost savings when the out35

sourcing provider has access to significantly cheaper labor. This is consistent with prior research [126],
which concludes that “an external developer must have a considerable cost advantage over an internal
developer in order to have the larger net value”.
Nowadays, companies are more and more interested not only in lower labor cost but also in increased
productivity of outsourcing projects. A study performed across 15 business units of a large international
software organization performed by Fraunhofer IESE showed that 42% of the respondents plan to use
productivity measurement to actually manage outsourcing projects. For that purpose, they need to identify factors that influence productivity in the context of outsourcing.
In case of outsourcing projects, communication between software provider and outsourcing organization
seems to be a crucial aspect influencing development productivity. As already mentioned in Section
6.2.1, the number of involved people (team size) as well as communication structure have a significant
impact on development productivity. This is especially true for outsourced projects [62][63], since outsourcing projects usually suffer from a geographical and mental distance between the involved parties.
Software might be outsourced to an organization in the same country (near-shore) or abroad (far-shore).
Due to geographical, temporal, and cultural distances, international outsourcing is found to be between
13 and 38% more expensive than national outsourcing [4]. In that context, communication facilities play
an essential role. A summary of communication means in the context of off-shoring projects can be
found, for instance, in Moczadlo [92] (Figure 6-2).
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Figure 6-2 Importance of communication channels [92]
Team and task distribution is another project aspect related to communication between project stakeholders (see also section 6.2.1) and thus should be considered in the context of software outsourcing.
DeNeve and Ebert [45] strongly advise building coherent and collocated teams of fully allocated engineers. Coherence means splitting the work during development according to feature content and assembling a team that can implement a set of related functionality. Collocation means that engineers working
on such a set of coherent functionality should sit in the same building, perhaps within the same room.
Full allocation implies that engineers working on a project should not be distracted by different tasks in
other projects.
Another already known factor that influences the productivity of outsourcing projects is project management, including realistic, detailed, and well-structured project planning [45][61]. Those aspects cover
factors such as schedule pressure and distribution (see Section 6.2.2), as well as task assignment (see
Section 6.2.1).
Customer/contractor involvement, which is less important in case of in-house development (see results
in Sections 4 and 5), becomes essential in outsourcing, where a software product is developed completely by a service provider [61]. It is recommended, for instance, that “at least one technical staff from the
contracting organization should be involved in the details of the work, to form a core of technical expertise for in-house maintenance” [61].
7. CONSIDERING PRODUCTIVITY FACTORS IN PRACTICE
There are several essential issues that must be considered when selecting factors for the purpose of modeling software development productivity, effort/cost, schedule, etc.
This section presents a brief overview of the most important aspects to be considered in practice.
7.1 Factor Definition & Interpretation
Despite similar naming, the productivity factors presented in the literature usually differ significantly
across various studies with respect to the phenomenon they actually represent. Moreover, our experience
(e.g., [122]) is that, in practice, even if factor definitions suggest similar underlying phenomena, these
may be interpreted differently by various experts - dependent on their background and experiences.
Software reliability, for instance, is sometimes defined (or at least tacitly interpreted) as including safety
and security and sometimes not.
Furthermore, a high-level view on abstract productivity factors that aggregate a number of specific indicators within a single factor may mask potential productivity problems, as poor results in one area (indicator) can be offset by excellence in another [9]. Therefore, it is recommended identifying project aspects influencing productivity on the level of granularity ensuring identification of potentially offsetting
factors. Team capabilities, for instance, may cover numerous specific skills such as communication or
management skills. It may thus be that low communication skills of developers are not visible because
they are compensated by great management skill of the project manager. In such a case, considering
team capabilities as a productivity indicator would not bring much value.
Therefore, in order to maximize the validity of the collected inputs (factor’s significance, factor’s value,
and factor’s impact on productivity), the exact definition of the factors as well as related measures has to
be done in the first place. Blindly adopting published factors and assuming that everyone understands
them may consistently (and usually does) lead to large disappointments. Unclear factor definition results
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in invalid data and inaccurate and instable models. In consequence, after investing significant effort,
software organizations finally completely give up quantitative project management.
7.2 Factor Selection
One of the major purposes of the overview presented in this chapter is to support software practitioners
in selecting factors relevant in their specific context. We are, however, far from suggesting uncritical
adoption of the “top” factors presented here. This chapter is supposed to increase a software practitioner’s understanding of possible sources of productivity drivers rather than bias his thinking while selecting factors relevant in his specific context. The overview presented here should, at most, be taken as a
starting point and reference for selecting context-specific factors.
As with any decision support technology, the prerequisite when selecting productivity factors is that
they maximize potential benefit while minimizing related costs. On the business level, they should then
contribute to the achievement of organizational goals, such as productivity control and improvement,
while generating minimal additional costs. On the software project level, the selected factors should
cover (explain) a possibly large part of the observed productivity variance and be of minimal quantity in
order to assure an acceptable cost of collecting, interpreting, and maintaining respective project data.
Therefore, an effective factor selection approach is an essential step in modeling productivity or any
productivity-related phenomena.
Selecting an optimal6 set of productivity factors is not a trivial task. In principle, we distinguish three
major selection approaches: based on experts’ assessments, based on data analysis, and a hybrid approach where both data- and expert-based methods are combined. Industrial experiences (e.g., [122])
indicate that none of the first two methods is able to provide us with an optimal set of factors.
Data-based factor selection techniques provide a subset of already measured factors that has usually
been selected arbitrarily, e.g., based on one of the popular cost estimation models [36][77]. Data-based
selection can usually be easily automated and thus does not cost much (in terms of manpower7). One
significant limitation is that data-based selection simply reduces the set of factors given a priori as input.
This means in practice that if input data does not cover certain relevant productivity factors, a data-based
approach will not identify them. It may at most exclude irrelevant factors. Maximizing the probability of
covering all relevant factors would require collecting a significant amount of data, hopefully covering all
relevant factors, which would most probably disqualify such an approach due to high data collection
costs.
On the other hand, expert-based factor selection techniques seem to be more robust, since experts are
able to identify (based on their experience) factors unmeasured so far. However, experts tend to be very
inconsistent in their assessments, depending, for example, on personal knowledge and expertise. Across
17 IESE studies where we asked experts to rank identified factors with respect to their impact on
productivity and where we measured Kendall’s coefficient of concordance W∈(0, 1) [113] to quantify
experts’ agreement, in half of the cases (46%) experts disagreed significantly (W<= 0.3 at a significance
level p=0.05).

6

A minimal amount of factors that would meet specified cost- and benefit-related criteria, e.g., effective productivity control at minimal modeling cost.

7

Factor selection techniques are easy to automate; however, many of them contain NP-hard algorithms (e.g., [12]), which actually limits their practical
applicability.
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Hybrid approaches to selecting productivity factors seems to be the best alternative. In the reviewed literature, however, merely 6% of the studies directly propose some kind of combined selection approach.
Most of the published studies (45%) select productivity factors based on experts’ opinion or already
published factors (with COCOMO factors [24] coming out on top). A successful attempt at combining
data- and expert-based approaches within an iterative framework has been made, for example, in [122].
7.3 Factor Dependencies
In practice, productivity factors are not independent of each another. Identification of reciprocal relationships between productivity factors is a crucial aspect of productivity modeling. On the one hand, explicit consideration of factors’ dependencies provides software practitioners with a more comprehensive
basis for decision making. On the other hand, the existence of relationships between productivity factors
limits the applicability of certain modeling methods (e.g., multiple regression models) and thus must be
known in advance, before applying certain modeling methods.
In practice, we may distinguish between several kinds of between-factor relationships. Factors may be in
a causal relationship, which means that a factor’s change (cause) leads to (causes) a change (effect) to a
related factor. A factor may also be correlated, which means that changes to a factor go in parallel with
changes to another factor. Although factors linked in a causal relationship should be correlated, correlation does not imply causal association.
High
requirements
volatility
increases

Customer’s low
increases
capabilities &
experience

moderates

Disciplined
requirements
management

Productivity
Figure 7-1 Types of factor relationships
Moreover, besides influencing another factor, a factor may also influence the strength of another factor’s
impact on productivity. For example (Figure 7-1), Customer’s low capabilities & experiences contributes to Higher requirements volatility, which in turn leads to higher development effort. Now, the negative impact of Higher requirements volatility can be moderated (decreased) by Disciplined requirements
management.
There are several practical issues to be considered regarding factor dependencies. The first one is how to
identify various kinds of dependencies? Data-based (analytical) methods are able at most to identify correlations. Cause-effect relationships can be identified by experts, who, however, tend to disagree in their
subjective assessments. The next issue is what should we do with the identified dependencies? Should
we explicitly model or better eliminate them? What alternative techniques exist to model or eliminate
the identified relationships? Existing publications on productivity measurement/modeling do not explicitly pay much attention to those issues.
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7.4 Model Quantification
Quantitative productivity management requires systematic collection of related project data. This entails
quantifying selected productivity factors and their impact on productivity.
Proper definition of measures for each identified factor later on contributes to the cost and reliability of
collecting the data upon which quantitative productivity management will take place. Non-continuous
factors (nominal, ordinal), especially, require a clear and unambiguous definition of scales, reflecting
distinct (orthogonal) classes. Wrong measurement processes and improper scales definition usually lead
to unreliable, messy data, which significantly limits the applicability of certain analysis methods and the
reliability of the obtained analysis results (see, e.g., [122]).
Finally, the impact each identified factor has on productivity and, if explicitly modeled, on other factors
should be quantified. Some statistical approaches, e.g., regression, provide certain weights that reflect
each factor’s impact on productivity. Data mining provides a set of techniques dedicated to weight a factor’s impact (e.g., [12]). One major disadvantage of those methods is that the weights they provide are
rather hard to interpret by experts. There are also several approaches based on expert assessments to
quantify a factor’s impact on productivity. The CoBRA method [122], for instance, uses a percentage
change of productivity caused by the worst-case factor value, which is very intuitive and easy to asses
by experts. A less intuitive measure is used within Bayesian Belief Nets [50], where the conditional
probability of a certain productivity value given the values of the influencing factors is assessed.
8. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This chapter has presented a comprehensive overview of the literature and of experiences made within
Fraunhofer IESE regarding the most common factors influencing software development productivity.
The major outcome of the study is that the success of software projects still relies upon humans.
The second most commonly considered factors are tool and method. However, even the best tool or
method alone is not a silver bullet and cannot be a substitute for highly skilled people and effective work
coordination. Investing in people is still considered as bringing more benefit than investing in tools and
methods only [22]. Tools and methods should therefore be considered as human aid that amplifies the
positive impact of highly-skilled and well-coordinated teams on development productivity [111].
Some productivity factors refer to using or not using certain activities. Yet, a certain activity may be
consistently applied across development projects and therefore, at first glance, not by considered as having an impact on development productivity. However, when we consider the effectiveness of a certain
activity, it may occur that it still has a significant impact on productivity. This calls for considering
software development methods, processes, and tools in terms of their effectiveness rather than simply
using or not using them.
Moreover, any software development effort, even if staffed with skilled individuals, is likely to be unsuccessful if it does not explicitly account for how people work together [111]. A software development
environment is a complex social system that may squander the positive impact of skillful individuals as
well as software tools and methods if team communication and coordination fail [1].
Factors facilitating team communication and work coordination are particularly important in the context
of software outsourcing. Geographical and, often, mental distance between the involved parties (e.g.,
outsourcing company, software provider, etc.) require dedicated managerial activities and communication facilities to maintain a satisfactory level of productivity.
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The most commonly selected factors support the thesis that schedule is not a simple derivative of project
effort. The negative impact of project schedule on productivity, however, is considered only in terms of
schedule constraints (compression). Parkinson’s low (“cost of the project will expand to consume all
available resources”) seems not to be considered in daily practice.
Several “top” factors support the common intuition regarding the requirements specification as the key
development phase. First of all, requirements quality and volatility are considered to be essential drivers
of development productivity. Several further factors are considered as either contributing to the quality
and volatility of requirements or moderating the impact of already instable requirements on productivity.
Distribution of the project effort (manpower) focusing on the requirements phase as well as significant
customer involvement in the early phases of the development process are the factors most commonly
believed to increase requirements quality and stability. The impact of already instable requirements may,
on the other hand, be moderated by disciplined requirements management as well as early reviews and
inspections.
Finally, the results obtained here do not support the traditional belief that software reuse is the key to
productivity improvements. It seems that the first years of enthusiasm also brought much disappointment. A plethora of factors that should be considered in order to gain the expected benefits from reuse
might explain this situation. Ad hoc reuse, without any reasonable cost-benefit analysis and proper investments to create a reuse environment (e.g., creation and maintenance of high-quality reusable assets,
integration support, appropriate team motivation and training) usually contributes to a loss in productivity.
The factors presented in this chapter result from a specific aggregation approach that reflects current industrial trends. However, it must be considered that the analyzed studies usually differ widely with respect to the identified factors, their interdependencies, and their impact on productivity. Therefore, each
organization should consider potential productivity factors in its own environment (“what is good for
them does not have to necessarily be good for me”), instead of uncritically adopting factors used in other
contexts (e.g., COCOMO factors) [5]. Moreover, since software is known as a very rapidly changing
environment, selected factors should be reviewed and updated regularly.
Selecting the right factors is just a first step towards quantitative productivity management. The respective project data must be collected, analyzed, and interpreted from the perspective of the stated productivity objectives [17][19]. Inconsistent measurements and/or inadequate analysis methods may, and usually do, lead to deceptive conclusions about productivity and its influencing factors [46]. In that sense,
one may say that rigorous measurement processes and adequate analysis methods also have a significant
impact on productivity, although not directly [26]. Therefore, such aspects as clear definition and quantification of selected factors, identification of factor interdependencies, as well as quantification of their
impact on productivity has to be considered.
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